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Tambola is a number based game. Which is very popular and addictive. We take

this game to another level, Virtually! The Host picks a number randomly and calls it 

out. Players are given tickets with numbers written on them. If the announced 

number is present on a player’s ticket then player strikes out that Number on their 

tickets. 

It is played in Corporate events, Social events, Birthdays, Anniversaries, Parties, Kitty 

Party, Clubs, Even for Family gatherings.

It is a very flexible game in terms of number of players, rules and prizes. Number of 

players can be from 3 to 100 to 10000 to 100000 or even more. Rules & prizes can 

be tweeked depending on the host to make it more fun. Players can play it with 1 

or more tickets simultaneously sometimes. 



➢ ALL RULES ARE EXPLAINED BEFORE THE GAME STARTS.

➢ There are  90 numbers in a classic tambola game. 15 numbers are 

present on each ticket. Ticket is in a grid format of 9x3 i.e. 9 columns and 

3 rows. Each row has 5 numbers. known as Housie/Houzee.

➢ Tambola/Houzee can be played in different ways depending on target 

audience. Generally it is played with Numbers being called out and user 

strikes out Numbers on their Tickets. 



➢The Housie expert randomly picks numbers. 

With the help of the computer system, it is 

Auto-generated number.

➢If a number is called by the HOUSIE EXPERT 

exist on player's Ticket then he has to strike it

➢Variations / dividends are decided in advance 

(we have more than 100 variations for 

participants to play. For beginner to advance 

experts).

➢Once a particular Dividend is achieved by a 

player, he has to claim for it immediately

➢Game ends when a player successfully CLAIMS 

a FULL HOUSE



➢ NAME OF THE EVENT

➢ COMPANY`S LOGO 

➢ PLAYER NAME 

➢ EMPLOYEE ID

➢ 15 NUMBERS

➢ UNIQUE TICKET CODE

➢ DIVIDENDS 

➢ WISHES/ANY HASHTAG



“

”



➢ We can add/ subtract everything as per the requirement.
➢ we have more than 100 variations for participants to play. For beginner to advance 

experts.

➢ The host will check claims on screen, everyone will be able to see whether 

the claim is correctly claimed or not instantly through our online integrated 

system.

➢ Tickets can also be customised as per the required color and theme.

➢ The game can be completed within 30 minutes or can be extended to 3 

hours or more.

➢ From 1 to 1 lakh or more people can play at the same time.

➢ Number board with real time will be shared on their screen






